
EMPOWER
YOUR
MIND



How are you?

How does that question make you feel? 

What’s your reply when someone asks you how
you are? Are you like so many of us, and give a
standard, “yeah I’m ok thanks”, even if you’re not?
To so many of us, if the truth is more like, “I’m not
feeling too great, actually”, we’re unlikely to say
that for fear of having to expose our inner
thoughts and feelings. 

However, the reality is, if we’re struggling with our
mental wellbeing, then taking charge and
empowering our minds is a really helpful step
towards better mental health. 

In this guide, we’re going to discuss what we
mean by mental wellbeing, how to recognise if we
have poor mental health and how to look after and
support ourselves mentally.

Empower Your Mind
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Our mental health is complex and changeable.
One day/week/hour we might be feeling positive
and happy, whilst the next, we might experience
a low mood, anxiety and stress. 

Either way, if we are experiencing downs, then
it’s important to recognise them and to make time
to work on them to make ourselves feel better. 

What Do We Mean By
Mental Wellbeing? 
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Struggling with our mental health most
definitely isn’t a sign of weakness or something
to be ashamed of. It’s not something to only
consider when we’re feeling down or anxious
either. Instead, our mental health is something
worth considering all of the time to help reduce
our chances of experiencing a low. 



How To Recognise
Mental Health Problems

Feeling tearful, sad or blue
Worrying or feelings of
anxiety, overwhelm or
panic 
An inability to deal with
everyday life
Experiencing very
noticeable highs and lows
Extreme mood swings
Feeling angry or violent 
Loss of appetite
An increase in appetite,
especially for comfort
foods 
Saying no to social events
Withdrawing from the
people and situations that
you used to enjoy
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So, what does “struggling with our mental health” mean?
What signs should we be looking out for?

Poor mental health means that something is going on that
affects how we feel in our mood, how we think and how we
behave. Here’s some signs that your mental health might be
suffering:

Losing interest in sex and
relationships 
Feeling guilty or like you’re just
not enough
Feeling tired all the time
Struggling to fall, or stay,
asleep
Feeling paranoid or detached
from reality
Being easily triggered 
Noticing changes in your eating
habits
A reliance on drugs or alcohol,
or using them as a ‘crutch’
Feeling suicidal or experiencing
suicidal thoughts
Losing interest in things you
used to enjoy

Any one of these, or a mixture of many, can be a sign that your
mental wellbeing could benefit from some empowerment. 



Eat a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, wholegrains, lean protein sources and
good fats with as much freshly prepared food as possible
Keep ready meals and takeaways to a minimum, they’re loaded with fats,
salts and sugars to make them taste good, but they also serve to make us
feel ‘guilty’ and essentially won’t nourish us properly
Get plenty of sleep so that you feel rested and ready to take on each day –
sleep helps to regulate the chemicals in our brain that affect our moods
and emotions
Reduce your alcohol consumption (and avoid all recreational and illegal
drugs) to help keep your emotions level and under control
Get outside in natural daylight every day – a 20 minute walk at lunchtime
is ideal
Spend time doing the things and with the people that make you feel
happy and alive
Consider practicing mindfulness meditations to help you manage stress
and live in the present moment
Believe in the power of positive affirmations 
Think about volunteering or doing things to help others in your spare time
to give yourself a sense of pride to help boost your self-esteem
Exercise regularly! 

Looking after our mental wellbeing is just as important as looking
after our physical wellbeing. And as it turns out, the things we do to
look after ourselves physically – eating a healthy diet and exercising
regularly – also benefit our emotional health. 

So here’s our tips on protecting, nourishing and empowering your
mental health:

Just like physically training your muscles will help them grow stronger,
training your mind will help your mental health become stronger.

Tips For Empowering
Your Mental Health
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If we could bottle the feeling that comes after exercise, we would.
Exercise releases feel good endorphins that make us feel on top of the
world and like we’ve achieved something amazing (which we have!).

Here’s the top reasons why exercise helps to empower our minds:

How Exercise Can Help to
Support Good Mental Health

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Enhances our energy and mental alertness

Boosts our mood

Improves our self-esteem, especially when
we notice the difference on the 
scales or in the way our clothes fit

Reduces stress and anxiety

Improves our ability to cope with everyday
stresses and strains 

Improves our sleep patterns6.

https://embodyment.co.uk/products/dance-5


The Samaritans samaritans.org or call 116 123

Mind mind.org.uk

SANEline sane.org.uk or call 0300 304 7000

National Suicide Prevention Helpline UK call
0800 689 5652 or dial 999
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What To Do If You're
Struggling

Many of us have mental lows from time to time, but if you’re feeling
mentally unwell most or all of the time, it may be time for you to speak
to someone. Feeling depressed or anxious even some of the time can
be helped by talking to a friend, colleague or family member, or
someone trained in helping someone who’s struggling. 

If you’re struggling with your mental health in any way, here’s some
organisations that can help:

Your GP can also help by either discussing medications or lifestyle
changes with you that may help, or by referring you to someone

who specialises in talking therapies such as cognitive behavioural
therapy, or CBT.

https://www.samaritans.org/how-we-can-help/contact-samaritan/talk-us-phone/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/guides-to-support-and-services/crisis-services/helplines-listening-services/
http://www.sane.org.uk/what_we_do/support/helpline


You’re not alone. That’s the most important thing to know –
you’re not alone. 

 
Your mental wellbeing is worth investing in. Feeling

emotionally more positive and happier can lead to you living
an overall more positive and happy life, where the world feels

like a good place to be. You can feel more alive, more
productive, fitter and healthier by empowering yourself to feel

good. 
 

Exercise could be the answer you need to make you feel like
every day is a good day. So grab your trainers, put on that

sports bra and try an Embodyment workout – we’ve got you,
you amazing human being! 
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Empowering Your Mind,
Empowering Yourself



You are strong

enough to face it

all, even if it

doesn't feel like it

right now.


